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Reto Pulfer: I have been 
told by phone you arrived 
this morning in Basel and 
left a shoe in the exhibition 
that opened yesterday. 
What happened?

Ingo Gerken: Yes, I always
come too late ... So… I arrived
and decided to put the left 
shoe of a right one which is
on display in an exhibition 
in Berlin right now.

RP: Your work is now part 
of my ‘AUF UND ZUSTAND’, 
a small group exhibition at 
Uovo Open Office with Falke
Pisano, Yngve Holen, Dirk 
Bell and EddiE haRA / Filib
Schürmann. 

IG: As I understand, the basis 
of this show, which you curate,
is this piece of furniture?

RP: Yes.

IG: Like a pedestal. That will 
be also the central piece of 
your performance tomorrow,
which happens somewhere
else, at Liste’s Performances. 

RP: There it is used as an
instrument: Two strings and
a bass amplifier.

IG: So the first curatorial
statement and material basis of
this show will vanish before it’s
over and becomes instead a
kind of equipment to play music.

… Reto Pulfer performing at Liste …























Ognams, 2008.
Liste Performance Project, Basel.
Furniture, Bass and Guitar Strings, Amplifier.
Courtesy: BaliceHertling, Paris



RP: This morning I was told you
were here and you left 
a shoe so what’s happened?

IG: Actually I brought three pairs
of shoes but I decided to put the
other shoe because the other is 
in an exhibition in Berlin. Left and
Right, a big stance. I just climbed
the window, everyone was
sleeping and I put the shoe… 
and it was something related 
to your show, which happened
already so I’m always late.

RP: Yes actually when we do 
an exhibition we can also make
them in a short time which
doesn’t necessary need to be
stressed or concerned about
doing an exhibition… 

IG: I’m always stressed and
concerned…

RP: You can also practically
install an exhibition in short time.

IG: Only when I know what I
have to do. It looks like but it 
is never like it looks.

RP: Seems very genius.

IG: It’s easy maybe. I try to 
keep the working-level low.

RP: Can you tell me something
about Berlin where you also have
a space for performance, music
and art and you are an artist.
There’s also a bar and it’s called
WESTGERMANY. I would like to
know how this activity is
affecting your work. Why do you
run this multi-tasking space?
How can you do both? How is it?
Is it confusing you? At the very 
end they seem very stupid
questions…

IG: I think I’m doing it because
of confusion. It’s the same 
with this double artwork 
or whatever…

RP: And maybe it’s like having
two shoes in two exhibitions, the
left shoe in Basel and the right
shoe in Berlin. 

IG: They create two spaces of
activity cause they belong to 
the same person. And that’s 
the bridge!

RP: So you are the bridge! 
So let’s go back to this idea to
have space, do a performance
and curate an exhibition…

IG: All these elements have 
the same title, right?

RP: Oh cause writing is a
fundamental part of your work.
I would like to keep the creative
language very low profile and
creative at the same time, there
are just a few words related 
to exhibition and I could never
imagine writing a text and
explaining the other works 
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or explaining the concept of
the exhibition. And I’m also
interested by how people
come together in the same
space and how different are
the projects they conceive…

IG: Like here as well. You 
have to climb somehow…

RP: Actually yes, with
everybody I had different
discussions, and all these
artists work in very different
ways and with some of them I
have already worked with. And
it finally makes sense, it might
make sense… when you see it.
All the things that happened 
in my brain before, they are
specifically for the exhibition.

IG: Your show is titled 
‘AUF UND ZUSTAND’ 
and your space is called
ZUSTAND, right?

RP: Yes… 

IG: And it seems you are putting
all these factors working
together in a free way. Maybe?

RP: Yes.

IG: So there’s no control from
you or anything related to 
the figure of the curator, but
you built it up or you make 
it possible.

RP: Yes this makes sense…
cause ZUSTAND is a word in
German which means ‘state 
of mind’, ‘state of things’ and
also features texts and papers
which describe the entire
situation, but it is also about
confusion cause there are
many factors that you cannot
distinguish or somebody in 
an ill mental state where you
cannot discern everything 
at all the time. So I started
two years ago, but it was 
so inspired by how you do
WESTGERMANY, you work 

in a collective and you have
concerts of well-known
bands, there are parties and
art exhibitions, some also
well received by the general
audience… I will never do 
a press release of something
like this, but instead you 
have more often more
professional visitors.

IG: You have sometimes
more.

RP: Ah ah ah ah… not, but
a show was supported by
Kunsthaus Kreuzberg and
several institutes.

IG: Yes perhaps it is more
connected to institutions.

RP: But you also write
statements for your show,
which is something I don’t
make and they are very linked
to be outside an institution,
it’s about something
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experimental and it is also
related to the space where 
you are at Kottbusser Tor in
Kreuzberg, which is well 
known for its social problems
but also diversity, close to the
historical situation from the
80s. In other words this again
seems to be a mixture of works,
an alliance and openness to
these processes.

IG: But the difference is that 
we write statements not to be
clear but to clarify our position,
which is not necessarily the
artist’s position. But our ideas
about art, conceived as
something like an installation 
in itself, in which the artists 
are working, which is always 
a different kind of feeling. 
And sometimes the artists 
have another view than we
have regarding the work. Our
argumentation starts from the
environmental and political
situation of reality and space…

RP: But I have seen you in
exhibitions always presenting
the work, being there, fulfilling
the role of a guide in a serious
way, which is something I like,
since there are also a lot of
project spaces where people
don’t care. They come and pick
some works and it’s all about
drinking beer. Anyhow there’s
not so much content except for
informal moments and this is
really interesting, this idea of
not chasing any recognition.

IG: As much as we can or as
much as we want, we don’t do
these kind of press releases so
we are not in the magazines or
in some listings, so we try to
connect people, try to be just a
kind of communicative
platform, never a gallery…

RP: A commercial gallery?

IG: No, a semi-institution,
for the artists.

RP: Do you think we can call this a
Berlin phenomenon, because there
are spaces for quite cheap rent and
there’s enough time to go there and
make non-commercial projects,
there’s no pressure. We have been
talking about possibilities, even of
not doing something. 

IG: Seems to be… Let’s talk now
about the core of your show, which
is the pedestal or more precisely a
piece of furniture, a shelter which
belonged to your grandfather.

RP: Exactly.

IG: And this is the biggest thing in
the show and it does not fit in…

RP: Yes, it is an old piece of furniture
and it looks very nice and it’s not
very common these days, actually
when you open it rolls down and
there’s a big noise… so nobody 
from my family wants it…

IG: Who has the key?
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RP: I have the key
somewhere… so I took it and I
started doing these
instruments on my own. I can
remember when I was a child I
went to a museum and I saw
Picasso and Braque, his guitar,
and then I built my own guitar
in my wooden box. Usually it is
a piece of wood and a string
cause I want to combine
sculpture and music,
something that you can use
with something you can’t use
but it makes sense in the
performance and so this has a
bass-string and a guitar-string
and an electric pickup to have
the sound amplified.

IG: What’s happening with the
show when you take the
furniture to Liste to perform it?

RP: The show stays without
my furniture. Well, ‘AUF UND
ZUSTAND’ means ‘open’ 
and ‘closed’. 

IG: Yes but AUFSTAND is 
the revolution and ZUSTAND 
is the state… so what is it? 
A pun of word?

RP: It’s a pun of concept!
Some concepts can be
communicated with simple
language, but also you have
to be open or closed to it…

IG: When I came in the
morning the exhibition was
closed by the way. So it was 
a ZUSTAND (closed). Now 
the show is open, is it an
AUFSTAND (open) or is it 
more open when is closed? 

RP: Maybe AUFSTAND is
when I’m performing on 
the top of the furniture, 
cause when I play I have 
to climb on the top and it’s
a DRAUFSTAND (standing-
on-top). But you could 
always see the exhibition
through the big window.

IG: And that’s your photograph? You always put
photo of yours in the show for the invitation, right?

RP: Yeah because the audience needs a certain
sensitivity. Also for objects. It is partly a fetish
for objects.

IG: Is it a big dream?

RP: Sort of…

IG: So tell me about the invitation of this show,
this image.

RP: It comes from Egypt, the pyramid of Abu
Rawash which is close to Cairo. It’s not very
well-known because it was taken apart during
the Pharaohs, nowadays it is just a big hole in
the cliff, it looks like a quarry.

IG: Why did you choose this motif?

RP: Okay, mostly I just use pictures I made by
myself and I don’t really quote where they
come from, but now I do; but this is a personal
memorizing for the exhibition itself and for
myself… whenever I look at an invitation card
or I have reaction to it by someone it reminds
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me of what I should remember for doing
the exhibition and  it’s like having a help 
for the exhibition. Anyhow this pyramid 
was taken apart for whatever reason, 
which then is open and closed, which 
is AUF UND ZUSTAND.

IG: But it is always a puzzle, isn’t it? 
Pictures are puzzles. Is there a secret?

RP: Yes, in a way.

IG: With parts that fit together but also 
they don’t fit together, is there a solution?

RP: There is no problem, so there is no
solution.

IG: The puzzle does and does not have a
solution, since it is not about fitting, right?

RP: Yeah totally.

IG: And it’s about contrast, it seems it is 
not about something to reach but instead
about something to happen.

RP: Yes the works contrast each other.

IG: But you can also see that
there’s an atmosphere. Actually
I like that the show was
doubled here, mirrored.

RP: Yeas actually Mieke Bal
proposes in her critique on the
display of non-Western cultures
in museums to place mirrors in
the exhibition that makes the
people see themselves.

IG: Who developed this theory?

RP: Mieke Bal. So people just
cannot only look at something
else, they always see
themselves. It takes away the
security of the exhibition, this is
very funny, there were a lot of
visitors checking their hair in
the mirror. Then there’s Dirk
Bell, which is a small frame, 15
cm, just two sides of the frame
swapped together and it’s
called Just the Two of Us. It’s
nice to remark that it is next to
the mirror and you see yourself

and the ‘two of us’ are beside
the mirror.

IG: This could be the title for
other pieces in the show.

RP: Yes, sure… also your shoe.

IG: Yeah the two books (Falke
Pisano) and the two squares
(Yngve Holen).

RP: And the painting is a
collaborative piece by EddiE
haRA and Filib Schürmann. 
I want to talk about EddiE’s
work, he uses these comic
figures and strong colours, 
but he always has, let’s say,
serious political themes, but 
he approaches them in a very
playful way, figures from alien
worlds, from different topics.

IG: Looks like graffiti street
art, maybe a Basquiat-like
reconstruction? Who’s 
doing what?
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RP: I think they make both, you can
recognize some styles but they are
doing it together, they paint over 
each other, maybe together at the
same time. Actually also Falke 
Pisano’s piece is for a collaboration
with Benoît Maire, and is going 
to be in London. 

RP: And Yngve Holen’s A4 printouts
are reference points for 3D-spaces
in animation. They spread into the
exhibition, it’s like a coordinate 
system, all mirrored and multiplied.

IG: But again I think as it was in the
text that… the basis for the whole
show, your furniture, your cupboard
and your pedestal, and that will be the
essential piece of your performance, 
so this is a sort of first statement,
cause it came at first, then the other
people and the other pieces, which
are arranged around somehow and
disappear, will be part of something
else, and I think this is kind of a
monolith, a sort of stem of the 
curator, which is not yet an artwork.

And then it vanishes and becomes 
an artwork somewhere else and 
the exhibition is left alone.

RP: And see where it goes.

IG: So you put something in, 
which is very strong and personal
and then take it out again, and 
all the exhibition becomes a 
process. The performance is 
called OGNAMS, what does 
it mean?

RP: Ognams is the plural of Ognam. 
It is a small riddle, a name of a
tropical fruit that is much tastier
where it grows than when being
imported to Europe. I think the
performance is about intensity.
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1. DER FANTASTISCHE ZUSTAND, 2006. Zustand, Berlin
with: Ben Russell, Marco Papiro, Matt Willard, Zoran Terzic, Ignaz Schick, Morgan O'hara,
Ariane Müller, Hélène Bonjour, Ryan Mclaughlin, Egill Sæbjörnsson, Augusta Oddsdóttir,
Apirak Jianpinijnan, Kristín Anna Valtýsdóttir

2. EIN ZUSTAND IST NICHT DAS LETZTE UND VIELLEICHT DAS BESTE, 2007. Zustand, Berlin
with: Nina Rhode, Martin Ebner, Kerstin Cmelka, Nina Könnemann, Reynold Reynolds, 
Bertram Hasenauer

3. DIE WECHSEL DER ZUSTÄNDE, 2007. Zustand, Berlin
with: Matti Blind, Nicole Bianchet, Chiara Minchio, Alexander Wolff, Laurence Bonvin,
Rodney Latourelle, Gregor Hildebrandt

4. MONDZUSTAND, 2008. Zustand, Berlin
with: Cristina Gomez Barrio, Urania Fasoulidou, Wolfgang Mayer, Simon Denny, 
Knut Klaßen, Petr S. Kišur

5. DIE AUSSERORDENTLICHEN ZUSTÄNDE, 2006. Zustand, Berlin
with: Marlie Mul, Ingo Gerken, Yngve Holen, Benoît Maire, Daniela Gugg, André Marose,
Meike Schmidt, Michael Moser, Julia Lazarus, Felix S. Huber, Barbad Golshiri, 
Elina Kellermann, Astrid Baumgärtner

6. AUF UND ZUSTAND, 2008. Uovo Open Office, Basel
with: Dirk Bell, Yngve Holen, Ingo Gerken, Falke Pisano, EddiE haRA, Filib Schürmann

7. AUF UND ZUSTAND, 2008. Uovo Open Office, Basel. Picture of the invitation
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Short Biographies: RETO PULFER is an artist born in 1981 in Bern.
He lives and works in Berlin and Arlesheim 
(Switzerland). His project Ognams (2008), is 
part of Liste art fair performance program.

INGO GERKEN was born in 1971 in Lippetal,
Westfalen (DE). He lives and works in Berlin.
He participated in ‘Auf Und Zustang,’ a show
curated by Reto Pulfer at Uovo Open Office.



Title: RETO PULFER
Description: Selected Works 

Years: 2001-2008



Title: Olaz 1442

Year: 2007-2008

Description: sofa, velvet, analog b/w photo, pencil drawing on wood, amplifier, guitar string

Size: 240x95x95 cm

Courtesy: BaliceHertling, Paris



Title: Olaz 1442

Year: 2008

Description: performance

Courtesy: BaliceHertling, Paris



Title: ZR Potzwaus 

Year: 2008

Description: pastel on paper, fabric, zipper, thread, framed A4 print

Size: 320x254 cm (dimensions variable) framed text 22,5x31 cm

Courtesy: BaliceHertling, Paris



Title: ZR Potzwaus 

Year: 2008

Description: text

Size: 21x29,7 cm

Courtesy: BaliceHertling, Paris



Title: Chlopf-täfu-liecht-schacht (details)

Year: 2008

Description: microphonestand, fabric, pastel on wood, guitar string, pencil on wood

Size: 159 cm (dimensions variable)

Courtesy: BaliceHertling, Paris



Title: FLOORPIECE #4A AND 4B

Year: 2008

Description: photocopies, cleartape, plexi

Size: 83x146 cm

Courtesy: BaliceHertling, Paris







Title: Kröwats

Year: 2008

Description: performance at Montgomery, Berlin

Title: ZR AUTSWAUS O

Year: 2008

Description: fabric, zipper, thread, organic material, pastel on paper. “Die Auflösung mit ZR O GIP NG”

Montgomery, Berlin

Size: 320x290 cm



Title: Auflösung

Year: 2008

Description: text

Size: 21x29,7 cm



Title: Schiddu und Niugip präsentieren das 16er-Spiel

Year: 2008

Description: Performance. Pastel on Paper and Fabric, Flint, Raku-Ceramic, Water, Aquarium, 

Pedestral, Amplifier, Velvet, Paper. "Kristallisation", Whitespace, Zurich



Title: Sirupsius

Year: 2008

Description: Performance at Whitespace, Zurich



Title: Aquariumspiel in 128 Zuständen (PMG)

Year: 2007

Description: Performance & Installation. Aquarium/pedestral, b/w analog photos on fiber paper, 

raku-ceramics, plexi, velvet. "Seit man begonnen hat..." Praxis, Berlin

Size: 129x50x80 cm



Title: Die 128 Zustände des Aquariumspiels

Year: 2008

Description: text



Title: Hermetisch (Pencils vs Papers)

Year: 2006

Description: performance, “Object, The Undeniable Success of Operations”, 

Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam, 2008



Title: Hermetisch (Pencils vs Papers)

Year: 2006

Description: Performance and Installation. Wood (each 48 cm), Ceramic, 

Pen on Paper and Cloth, Mercury, Plumb, Sound. d21, Leipzig



Title: Her Metric Seek Red Shortcuts 

Year: 2006

Description: Pencil on papers, soundtrack http://seasonalbk.net/_addenda/06sept/

Size: 21x29,7 cm



Title: Her Metric Seek Red Postscript 

Year: 2006

Description: Pencil on papers, soundtrack http://seasonalbk.net/_addenda/06sept/

Size: 21x29,7 cm



Title: Déculotte 

Year: 2005

Description: Performance at Brunn, Berlin

Title: Je Te Déclotte

Year: 2005

Description: Drawings and Artist's Books on Board. Installation at Brunn, Berlin



Title: Déculotte 

Year: 2005

Description: installaiton view

Following pages

Title: Déculotte

Year: 2005

Description: Feather glued in Booklet with 2 pages. 32 x 24 cm. Edition of 10







Title: Me and the Ghosts 

Year: 2001

Description: Performance. Yogyakarta, Indonesia



Title: Unstable Construction

Year: 2001

Description: Installation randomly falling apart in 3 pieces. 

Gallery Benda, Yogyakarta, Indonesia



Title: Audience (Beijing) 

Year: 2006

Description: Performance, 4th Dadao Live Art Festival, Beijing, China


